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There is an error in the indices in the description of Algorithm 1 on p. 179. We correct the 
algorithm below. The rest of the paper is consistent with the corrected algorithm. If we let A ~*) 
represent the updated matrix at the kth step of Gaussian elimination and if we let a}~ ) be its entries, 
then the algorithm for selecting the pivot element at step k in rook pivoting is: 
Algorithm 1 (pivot selection for rook pivoting). Let Co = k and rt = row index of a largest magni- 
tude entry on or below row k in column Co. Let c~ = the column index of the largest magnitude 
entry at or 
right of column k in row rl. Let continue = (Co ¢ Cl ), i = 1, and j = 0. 
Repeat while continue is true: 
If j = 0 let ri+l = the row index of a largest magnitude ntry on or below row k in column c~. 
Let continue = (ri ¢ r,-+l) and j = 1; 
else let C~+l = the column index of the largest magnitude ntry at or right of column k in row 
ri÷l. Let continue = (ci ~ Ci+l ), i = i + 1, and j = O. 
The variable continue must eventually be false, for example after all the elements of the 
(n - k + 1) × (n - k + 1) lower right-hand comer of A <k) are examined. At this point if ci ¢ k 
interchange columns ci and k and if r~ ¢ k interchange rows ri and k. 
There may be more than one largest magnitude ntry in a row or column. In our implementation 
if a ~k) (for j = 0) or a ~k) I (for j = 1) is among the largest entries we let ri+l = ri (for j = 0) or rici ri+lCi 
ci÷l =c i  (for j=  1). This will stop the algorithm as quickly as possible in the case of tics. 
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